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Abstract
The density matrix renormalization group (DMRG) has become an indispensable numerical tool to find exact eigenstates of finite-
size quantum systems with strong correlation. In the fields of condensed matter, nuclear structure and molecular electronic structure,
it has significantly extended the system sizes that can be handled compared to full configuration interaction, without losing numer-
ical accuracy. For quantum chemistry (QC), the most efficient implementations of DMRG require the incorporation of particle
number, spin and point group symmetries in the underlying matrix product state (MPS) ansatz, as well as the use of so-called
complementary operators. The symmetries introduce a sparse block structure in the MPS ansatz and in the intermediary contracted
tensors. If a symmetry is non-abelian, the Wigner-Eckart theorem allows to factorize a tensor into a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient
and a reduced tensor. In addition, the fermion signs have to be carefully tracked. Because of these challenges, implementing
DMRG efficiently for QC is not straightforward. Efficient and freely available implementations are therefore highly desired. In
this work we present CheMPS2, our free open-source spin-adapted implementation of DMRG for ab initio QC. Around CheMPS2,
we have implemented the augmented Hessian Newton-Raphson complete active space self-consistent field method, with exact
Hessian. The bond dissociation curves of the 12 lowest states of the carbon dimer were obtained at the DMRG(28 orbitals, 12
electrons, DSU(2)=2500)/cc-pVDZ level of theory. The contribution of 1s core correlation to the X1Σ+g bond dissociation curve of
the carbon dimer was estimated by comparing energies at the DMRG(36o, 12e, DSU(2)=2500)/cc-pCVDZ and DMRG-SCF(34o,
8e, DSU(2)=2500)/cc-pCVDZ levels of theory.
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Nature of problem:
The many-body Hilbert space grows exponentially with the number of
single-particle states. Exact diagonalization solvers can therefore only
handle small systems, of up to 18 electrons in 18 orbitals. Interesting
active spaces are often significantly larger.
Solution method:
The density matrix renormalization group allows to extend the
size of active spaces, for which numerically exact solutions can be
found, to about 40 electrons in 40 orbitals. In addition, it provides a
rigorous variational upper bound to energies, as it has an underlying
wavefunction ansatz, the matrix product state.
Restrictions:
Our implementation of the density matrix renormalization group
is spin-adapted. This means that targeted eigenstates in the active
space are exact eigenstates of the total electronic spin operator.
Hamiltonians which break this symmetry (a magnetic field term for
example) cannot be handled by our code. As electron repulsion
integrals in gaussian basis sets have eightfold permutation symmetry,
we have used this property in our code.
Unusual features:
The nature of the matrix product state ansatz allows for exact spin
coupling. In CheMPS2, the total electronic spin is imposed (not just
the spin projection), in addition to the particle-number and abelian
point-group symmetries.
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Running time:
The running time depends on the size of the targeted active space,
the number of desired eigenstates, their symmetry, the density of
states, the individual orbital symmetries, the orbital ordering, the
desired level of convergence, and the chosen convergence scheme. To
converge a single point of one of the dissociation curves of the carbon
dimer (D∞h → D2h symmetry) in the cc-pVDZ basis (28 orbitals; their
ordering is described in section 5.3) with 2500 reduced renormalized
basis states (see the convergence scheme in section 5.4; the variational
energy then lies 0.1 mEh above the fully converged result) takes about
8 hours on a single node with a dual-socket octa-core Intel Xeon
Sandy Bridge (E5-2670) (16 cores at 2.6 GHz), and requires 6 GB of
RAM.
1. Introduction
Conventional molecular electronic structure methods such
as density functional theory, Hartree-Fock theory, and coupled
cluster theory start with the assumption that a single Slater
determinant (SD) provides a qualitatively good description of
the molecule at hand [1]. While this assumption is valid for
some molecules near equilibrium geometry, the static corre-
lation which arises in other molecules, as well as for geome-
tries far from equilibrium, requires the use of multireference
(MR) methods. These provide a qualitative description which
is equivalent to multiple SDs, thereby resolving the static cor-
relation. One of these MR methods is the exact diagonaliza-
tion of the many-body Hamiltonian in the full Hilbert space,
also known as full configuration interaction (FCI) in quantum
chemistry (QC). Because the many-body Hilbert space grows
exponentially with the number of single-particle states, only
small systems, of up to 18 electrons in 18 orbitals, can be
treated by FCI. In 1999, the density matrix renormalization
group (DMRG) was introduced in QC [2]. This MR method
allows to extend the system sizes for which numerically exact
solutions can be found to about 40 electrons in 40 orbitals, de-
pending on the nature of the system.
DMRG originated in 1992 in the field of condensed matter
[3, 4]. Although it was originally introduced as a renormal-
ization group flow for increasing many-body Hilbert spaces, in
1995 it was realized that DMRG can be reformulated as the
variational optimization of a particular wavefunction ansatz, the
matrix product state (MPS) [5, 6]. This not only provided the
theoretical validation that an energy obtained with DMRG is
always an upper bound to the exact eigenvalue, but also shed
light on DMRG from a quantum information perspective. Non-
critical quantum mechanical ground states are believed to obey
the so-called area law for the entanglement entropy [7]. This
implies that quantum correlation is local in such a ground state.
For one-dimensional systems, the boundary of a line segment
consists of two points, and the entanglement entropy is a con-
stant, independent of system length. This is the reason why
DMRG works extremely well for one-dimensional non-critical
systems. Quantum information theory also induced the devel-
opment of other so-called tensor network states (TNS), which
capture the entanglement entropy well in higher dimensional
and/or critical systems [8, 9]. There even exists a continuous
MPS ansatz for quantum fields [10].
Although the active orbital space of most molecular systems
is far from one-dimensional, DMRG has been very useful for ab
initio QC [2, 11–61]. The variational upper bound to the true
eigenvalue, obtained with DMRG, can be systematically im-
proved by increasing the so-called bond or virtual dimension of
the MPS ansatz. This provides a way to check the convergence
of DMRG calculations.
In ab initio QC methods which use FCI, the FCI solver can be
replaced by DMRG. Ab initio DMRG allows for an efficient ex-
traction of the reduced two-body density matrix (2-RDM) [33].
The 2-RDM of the active space is required in the complete ac-
tive space self-consistent field (CASSCF) method to compute
the gradient and the Hessian. It is therefore natural to intro-
duce a CASSCF variant with DMRG as active space solver,
DMRG-SCF [34]. This allows one to describe static correla-
tion in large active spaces. To add dynamic correlation as well,
three DMRG-based methods have been introduced. (a) With a
little more effort, the 3-RDM and contracted 4-RDMs can be
extracted from DMRG as well. These are required to apply
second order perturbation theory to a CASSCF wavefunction,
called CASPT2. The DMRG variant is DMRG-CASPT2 [47].
(b) Based on a CASSCF wavefunction, a configuration interac-
tion expansion can be introduced, called MRCI. Recently, an
approximate DMRG-MRCI variant was proposed [58]. (c) Yet
another way is to perform a canonical transformation (CT) on
top of an MR wavefunction. When an MPS is used as MR
wavefunction, the method is called DMRG-CT [40].
In addition to ground states, DMRG can also find excited
states. By projecting out lower lying eigenstates, or by target-
ing a specific energy [29], the DMRG algorithm solves for a
particular excited state. In these state-specific algorithms, the
whole renormalized basis is used to represent one single eigen-
state. In state-averaged DMRG, several eigenstates are targeted
at once. Their RDMs are weighted and summed to perform the
DMRG renormalization step [62]. The renormalized basis then
represents several eigenstates at once.
DMRG linear response theory (DMRG-LRT) can be used
as well to find excited states. Once the ground state has been
found, the MPS tangent vectors to this optimized point can be
used as an (incomplete) variational basis to approximate ex-
cited states [38, 63–67]. As the tangent vectors to an optimized
SD yield the configuration interaction with singles (CIS), also
called the Tamm-Dancoff approximation (TDA), for Hartree-
Fock theory [1], the same names are used for DMRG: DMRG-
CIS or DMRG-TDA. By linearizing the time-dependent vari-
ational principle for matrix product states [68], the DMRG
random phase approximation (DMRG-RPA) is found [65–67],
again in complete analogy with RPA for Hartree-Fock theory.
The variational optimization in an (incomplete) basis of MPS
tangent vectors can be extended to higher-order tangent spaces
as well. DMRG-CISD, or DMRG configuration interaction
with singles and doubles, is a variational approximation to tar-
get both ground and excited states in the space spanned by the
MPS reference and its single and double tangent spaces [65].
In ab initio QC, two other TNSs have been employed as well:
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the tree TNS [69, 70] and the complete-graph TNS [71]. While
they require a smaller virtual dimension to achieve the same
accuracy, their optimization algorithms are less efficient, and
as a result an MPS is currently still the preferred choice for ab
initio QC.
In section 2, the DMRG algorithm is briefly introduced, and
remarks specific to ab initio QC are discussed. In section 3,
the implementation of particle number, spin, and abelian point
group symmetries is presented. An overview of the structure of
CheMPS2 is given in section 4. Results on the low-lying states
of the carbon dimer are presented in section 5. A summary is
given in section 6. Atomic units are used in this work: Eh =
4.35974434(19) × 10−18 J and a0 = 5.2917721092(17) × 10−11
m [72].
2. DMRG for ab initio quantum chemistry
2.1. The MPS ansatz
DMRG can be formulated as the variational optimization of
an MPS. The MPS ansatz with open boundary conditions is
given by
|Ψ〉 =
∑
{nk},{α j}
A[1]n1α1 A[2]
n2
α1;α2 ...A[L − 1]nL−1αL−2;αL−1 A[L]nLαL−1
|n1n2...nL〉 (1)
where nk denotes the occupancy of orbital k (|−〉, |↑〉, |↓〉, or
|↑↓〉) and the {α j} are the so-called bond or virtual indices. With
increasing dimension D of these virtual indices, a larger part of
the Hilbert space can be reached. Note that it is of no use to
make virtual dimension D j larger than min(4 j, 4L− j), the mini-
mum of the sizes of the partial Hilbert spaces spanned by resp.
the first j and the last L − j orbitals.
2.2. Canonical forms
The wavefunction |Ψ〉 does not uniquely define the ansatz,
in analogy with a Slater determinant. For the latter, a rotation
in the occupied orbital space alone, or a rotation in the virtual
orbital space alone, does not change the physical wavefunction.
Only occupied-virtual rotations change the wavefunction. In an
MPS, there is gauge freedom as well. If for two neighbouring
sites i and i + 1, the left MPS tensors are right-multiplied with
the non-singular matrix G
A˜[i]niαi−1;αi =
∑
α j
A[i]niαi−1;α jGα j;αi (2)
and the right MPS tensors are left-multiplied with the inverse
of G
A˜[i + 1]ni+1αi;αi+1 =
∑
α j
G−1αi;α j A[i + 1]
ni+1
α j;αi+1 (3)
the wavefunction does not change, i.e. ∀ni, ni+1, αi−1, αi+1:∑
αi
A˜[i]niαi−1;αi A˜[i + 1]
ni+1
αi;αi+1 =
∑
αi
A[i]niαi−1;αi A[i + 1]
ni+1
αi;αi+1 .(4)
CheMPS2 is a two-site DMRG algorithm, were at each so-
called micro-iteration two neighbouring sites are simultane-
ously optimized. Suppose these sites are i and i + 1. The gauge
freedom of the MPS is used to bring it in a particular canon-
ical form. For all sites to the left of i, the MPS tensors are
left-normalized:∑
αk−1,nk
(A[k]nk )†αk ;αk−1 A[k]
nk
αk−1;βk = δαk ,βk (5)
and for all sites to the right of i + 1, the MPS tensors are right-
normalized:∑
αk ,nk
A[k]nkαk−1;αk (A[k]
nk )†αk ;βk−1 = δαk−1,βk−1 . (6)
2.3. The effective Hamiltonian equation
Combine the MPS tensors of the two sites under considera-
tion into a single two-site tensor:∑
αi
A[i]niαi−1;αi A[i + 1]
ni+1
αi;αi+1 = B[i]
ni;ni+1
αi−1;αi+1 . (7)
At the current micro-iteration of the DMRG algorithm, B[i] (the
flattened form of the tensor B[i]) is used as an initial guess for
the effective Hamiltonian equation. This equation is obtained
by variation of the Lagrangian [36]
L = 〈Ψ(B[i]) | Hˆ | Ψ(B[i])〉 − λ 〈Ψ(B[i]) | Ψ(B[i])〉 (8)
to the complex conjugate of B[i]:
He f fB[i] = λB[i]. (9)
The specific canonical choice of Eqs. (5)-(6) ensured that no
overlap matrix is present in this effective Hamiltonian equa-
tion. The lowest eigenvalue and corresponding eigenvector of
this equation are searched. In CheMPS2, this is done with our
implementation of Davidson’s algorithm [73]. Once found, it is
decomposed with a singular value decomposition:
B[i](αi−1ni);(ni+1αi+1) =
∑
β
U[i](αi−1ni);βκ[i]βV[i]β;(ni+1αi+1) (10)
Note that U[i] is hence left-normalized and V[i] right-
normalized. In the DMRG algorithm, the original sum over
β of dimension min(4Di−1, 4Di+1) is truncated to Di, thereby
keeping the Di largest κ[i]β.
2.4. Sweeping
So far, we have looked at a micro-iteration of the DMRG
algorithm. This micro-iteration happens during left or right
sweeps. During a left sweep, B[i] is constructed, the corre-
sponding effective Hamiltonian equation solved, the solution
B[i] decomposed, the singular value spectrum truncated, A[i] is
set to U[i] × κ[i], A[i + 1] is set to V[i], and i is decreased by
1. Note that A[i + 1] is right-normalized for the next micro-
iteration as required. This stepping to the left occurs until
i = 0, and then the sweep direction is reversed from left to
right. Based on energy differences, or wavefunction overlaps,
between consecutive sweeps, a convergence criterium is trig-
gered, and the sweeping stops. One sweep is called a macro-
iteration in DMRG.
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2.5. Complementary operators
The effective Hamiltonian in Eq. (9) is too large to be fully
constructed. Only its action on a particular guess B[i] is avail-
able as a function. In order to construct He f fB[i] efficiently
for general quantum chemistry Hamiltonians, several tricks are
used. (a) The one-body matrix elements (i|T |k) are incorporated
in the two-body matrix elements (i j|V |kl):
(i j|h|kl) = (i j|V |kl) + 1
N − 1
[
(i|T |k)δ j,l + ( j|T |l)δi,k
]
(11)
where N is the targeted particle number. (b) Suppose we want
to optimize sites i and i + 1, and that |αi−1〉 are the correspond-
ing Di−1 left renormalized basis states. Renormalized operators
such as 〈αi−1 | aˆ†kσaˆlτ | βi−1〉 with k and l both smaller than i are
constructed and stored on disk [13]. For the second quantized
operators aˆ† and aˆ, the Latin indices denote orbitals and the
Greek indices spin projections. (c) Once three second quan-
tized operators are on one side of B[i], they are multiplied with
the matrix elements (i j|h|kl), and a summation is performed
over the common indices to construct complementary operators
[74]: ∑
σ
∑
k,l,m<i
〈αi−1 | aˆ†kσaˆ†lτaˆmσ | βi−1〉 × (kl|h|mn)
→ 〈αi−1 | Oˆnτ | βi−1〉 . (12)
For two, three, and four second quantized operators on one side
of B[i], these complementary operators are constructed. A bare
(without matrix elements) renormalized operator is only con-
structed for one or two second quantized operators on one side
of B[i]. (d) Hermitian conjugation
〈αi−1 | aˆ†kσaˆ†lτ | βi−1〉 = 〈βi−1 | aˆlτaˆkσ | αi−1〉† (13)
and commutation relations between the second quantized oper-
ators are also used to further limit the storage requirement for
the renormalized partial Hamiltonian terms.
2.6. Convergence
There is also a one-site DMRG algorithm, in which only one
MPS site tensor is optimized at each micro-iteration, but this
algorithm is more likely to get stuck in a local minimum. To
help prevent the two-site DMRG algorithm from getting stuck
in a local minimum, a small amount of noise can be added to
the solution B[i], just before it is decomposed. This way, renor-
malized basis states corresponding to lost symmetries (which
should be there, but are not) can be reintroduced [13].
The choice of orbitals and their ordering on the one-
dimensional DMRG lattice have a significant influence both on
getting stuck in local minima, as well as on how fast the varia-
tional energy ED converges with increasing D [2]. The optimal
choice and ordering are still under debate, although two rules
of thumb are widely used. Active space orbitals in elongated
molcular systems (think about polyenes for example) should be
localized as much as possible to respect the area law for the
entanglement entropy [48]. For small molecules with a high
point group symmetry, it is beneficial to put bonding and anti-
bonding orbitals close to each other on the one-dimensional
DMRG lattice, as they are most strongly correlated [57].
One possibility to settle this ongoing debate might be to look
at the so-called two-orbital mutual information Ip,q in the future
[27]. This is a measure from quantum information theory for
the amount of correlation between two orbitals, and is a two-
point correlation function on the one-dimensional DMRG lat-
tice. A cost function can be associated with this measure, e.g.
F =
∑
p,q Ip,q(p − q)z, which requires highly correlated orbitals
to be close. Its gradient and Hessian with respect to orbital
rotations can be calculated by resp. three- and four-point corre-
lation functions on the one-dimensional DMRG lattice. These
can be obtained efficiently [33]. If local minima can be avoided,
this yields a set of minimally entangled orbitals and their opti-
mal ordering, from which extra rules of thumb can be drawn.
Two extrapolation schemes exist to assess the convergence of
the variational energy ED with increasing number of renormal-
ized basis states D. The first is the scaling relation
ln(ED − Eexact) = C1 −C2(ln(D))2 (14)
proposed by Chan [13, 50, 75] which is nowadays not often
used. The Ci are constants which are determined by the fit. The
second and most widely used extrapolation scheme is based on
the so-called maximal discarded weight wdisc(D) during the last
DMRG sweep for a certain value of D:
wdisc(D) = max
i

4D∑
β=D+1
κ[i]2β
 . (15)
It proposes a linear relation between the variational energy ED
and the discarded weight wdisc(D) [13, 76, 77]:
E(D) = Eexact + C1 wdisc(D). (16)
By increasing D stepwise, Eexact can be extrapolated.
3. Symmetry-adapted DMRG
3.1. Introduction
The symmetry group of the Hamiltonian can be used to label
eigenstates by symmetry. To find an eigenstate with a particular
symmetry, it is sufficient to restrict an optimization to the corre-
sponding corner of the many-body Hilbert space. For DMRG,
it is well understood how both abelian and non-abelian sym-
metries can be imposed [78–81]. Each MPS tensor and inter-
mediary contracted tensor decompose into a Clebsch-Gordan
coefficient and a reduced tensor. The Clebsch-Gordan coef-
ficient introduces a sparse block structure in the reduced ten-
sor. If the symmetry group of the Hamiltonian is non-abelian,
some irreducible representations (irrep) have a dimension larger
than one, and then this factorization also presents an informa-
tion compression, as the size of the full tensor is larger than the
size of the reduced tensor. In addition to the possibility of re-
stricting an optimization to a particular symmetry corner of the
many-body Hilbert space, this sparsity and compression result
in smaller requirements in disk, memory and computer time.
In CheMPS2, we have implemented three global symmetries
for the MPS wavefunction: SU(2) total electronic spin, U(1)
particle number, and abelian point group symmetry P. As we
work real-valued in CheMPS2, the latter are restricted to P ∈
{C1,Ci,C2,Cs,D2,C2v,C2h,D2h} [82].
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3.2. Reduced MPS tensors
These global symmetries are imposed by requiring that the
MPS site tensors A[i]niαi−1;αi are irreducible tensor operators of
the total symmetry group [78–81]. The local and virtual basis
states (|nk〉 and |α j〉) then have to transform according to the
rows of the irreps of this symmetry group. This is realized by
rotating the basis states so that they can be represented by good
spin (s and j), spin projection (sz and jz), particle number (N),
and point group irrep (I) quantum numbers.
The local basis states of orbital k are labeled as
|−〉 → |s = 0; sz = 0,N = 0; I = I0〉 (17)
|↑〉 → |s = 1
2
; sz =
1
2
,N = 1; I = Ik〉 (18)
|↓〉 → |s = 1
2
; sz = −1
2
,N = 1; I = Ik〉 (19)
|↑↓〉 → |s = 0; sz = 0,N = 2; I = I0〉 (20)
where I0 and Ik are resp. the trivial and orbital k point group ir-
reps. |↑↓〉 corresponds to I0 because for the abelian point groups
with real-valued character tables, ∀Ik : Ik ⊗ Ik = I0. In the same
way, the virtual basis states are labeled as
|α〉 → | j jzNIα〉 (21)
where the α on the right-hand side allows to distinguish be-
tween seperate virtual basis states which belong to the same
symmetry.
Due to the Wigner-Eckart theorem, each irreducible tensor
operator A[i] factorizes into Clebsch-Gordan coefficients and a
reduced tensor T [i]:
A[i]niαi−1;αi = A[i]
sszNI
jL jzLNLILαi−1; jR j
z
RNRIRαi
= 〈 jL jzLssz| jR jzR〉 δNL+N,NRδIL⊗I,IR T [i](sNI)( jLNLILαL)( jRNRIRαR) (22)
The SU(2), U(1), and P symmetries are imposed by their cor-
responding Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, and express nothing
else than resp. local allowed spin recoupling, local particle con-
servation, and local point group symmetry conservation. The
indices αL and αR keep track of the number of times an irrep
occurs at a virtual bond. If the virtual dimension of a symmetry
sector is D( jLNLIL), this would correspond to a dimension of
(2 jL + 1)D( jLNLIL) in an MPS which is not symmetry-adapted
[78]. If a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient is zero by symmetry, the
corresponding blocks in T [i] do not need to be allocated, result-
ing in sparse block structure. If j or s are not spin-0, there is in
addition data compression.
The desired global symmetry can be imposed on the MPS
by requiring that the left virtual index of the leftmost ten-
sor in the MPS chain consists of one irrep corresponding to
( jL,NL, IL) = (0, 0, I0), while the right virtual index of the right-
most tensor consists of one irrep corresponding to ( jR,NR, IR) =
(S G,NG, IG), the desired global spin, particle number, and point
group symmetry. This corresponds to the singlet-embedding
strategy of Sharma and Chan [49].
The operators
bˆ†kσ = aˆ
†
kσ (23)
bˆkσ = (−1) 12−σaˆk−σ (24)
for orbital k correspond to resp. the (s = 12 , s
z = σ,N = 1, Ik)
row of irrep (s = 12 ,N = 1, Ik) and the (s =
1
2 , s
z = σ,N =
−1, Ik) row of irrep (s = 12 ,N = −1, Ik) [83]. bˆ† and bˆ are hence
both doublet irreducible tensor operators. This fact permits ex-
ploitation of the Wigner-Eckart theorem also for renormalized
operators and complementary operators, and to develop a code
without any spin projections or SU(2) Clebsch-Gordan coeffi-
cients. Contracting terms of the type (22) and (23)-(24) can be
done by implicitly summing over the common multiplets and
recoupling the local, virtual and operator spins. An example is
given in Appendix A. Operators and complementary operators
then formally consist of terms containing Clebsch-Gordan coef-
ficients and reduced tensors. In our code, however, only the re-
duced tensors need to be calculated and stored. CheMPS2 uses
the GNU Scientific Library [84] to extract Wigner 6-j and 9-j
symbols for the recoupling. No Wigner 3-j symbols or Clebsch-
Gordan coefficients are used in the program.
3.3. The reduced two-site object
Section 2.3 can be reformulated with the reduced T -tensors
from Eq. (22) and a reduced two-site object S [i]:
S [i] j(s1 s2)N1N2I1I2jLNLILαL; jRNRIRαR = δNL+N1+N2,NRδIL⊗I1⊗I2,IR
√
2 j + 1
(−1) jL+ jR+s1+s2 ∑
jMαM
√
2 jM + 1
{
jL jR j
s2 s1 jM
}
T [i]s1N1I1jLNLILαL; jM (NL+N1)(IL⊗I1)αM
T [i + 1]s2N2I2jM (NL+N1)(IL⊗I1)αM ; jRNRIRαR . (25)
Eq. (25) is the analogue of Eq. (7). The Lagrangian can be
written in terms of S [i], the effective Hamiltonian equation can
be solved, and after convergence, Eq. (25) can be backtrans-
formed:
(TT )[i]s1N1I1;s2N2I2; jMjLNLILαL; jRNRIRαR = δNL+N1+N2,NRδIL⊗I1⊗I2,IR√
2 jM + 1(−1) jL+ jR+s1+s2 ∑
j
{
jL jR j
s2 s1 jM
}
√
2 j + 1S [i] j(s1 s2)N1N2I1I2jLNLILαL; jRNRIRαR . (26)
Per group of { jM ,NM = NL + N1, IM = IL ⊗ I1}, we can perform
a singular value decomposition:
(TT )[i]s1N1I1;s2N2I2; jMjLNLILαL; jRNRIRαR =
∑
αM
U[i] jM NM IM( jLNLILαL s1N1I1);αM
λ[i] jM NM IMαM
(√
2 jM+1
2 jR+1
V[i] jM NM IMαM ;( jRNRIRαR s2N2I2)
)
. (27)
After reshaping the indices to the normal form, it can be
checked that U[i] is the reduced part of a left-normalized MPS
site tensor and that the term between brackets is the reduced
part of a right-normalized MPS site tensor. The relation be-
tween λ[i] and κ[i] is given by
κ[i] jM NM IMαM =
λ[i] jM NM IMαM√ ∑
jQNQIQαQ
(2 jQ + 1)λ[i]2jQNQIQαQ
. (28)
The Di largest values of λ[i] are kept.
5
4. CheMPS2 library
CheMPS2 can be obtained from the CPC Program Library,
and from its public git repository [85]. The source code con-
tains comments in Doxygen format. A complete reference man-
ual can be generated from these comments. See README on how
to install the library and on how to generate the manual. In this
section, we give an overview of the basic structure of CheMPS2
so that new users can easily understand and alter the test runs
to their own needs.
4.1. The Hamiltonian
Most molecular electronic structure programs have the abil-
ity to print matrix elements or to save them in binary format.
CheMPS2 requires two-body matrix elements with eightfold
permutation symmetry, which do not break SU(2) total elec-
tronic spin. A CheMPS2::Hamiltonian object should be cre-
ated at the beginning of a calculation, and filled with the matrix
elements of the problem at hand.
Users can utilize their preferred molecular electronic struc-
ture program to generate the matrix elements. The func-
tions setEconst, setTmat, and setVmat then fill the
CheMPS2::Hamiltonian object elementwise. Note that for
(i j|V |kl) = Vi jkl we have assumed the physics notation. This
means that orbital k at position r1 (denoted by k(r1)) scatters
from orbital l(r2) into orbitals i(r1) and j(r2).
We have used Psi4 [86] to generate molecular orbital ma-
trix elements. Two plugins can be found in the folder
mointegrals, with corresponding instructions in README. One
plugin allows to print matrix elements as text during a Psi4 cal-
culation, in a format which CheMPS2 is able to read. The other
plugin creates a CheMPS2::Hamiltonian object during a Psi4
calculation, fills it with the molecular orbital matrix elements,
and stores it to disk in binary format. The latter option requires
linking of the CheMPS2 library to the Psi4 plugin, but allows
for reduced storage requirements.
In the CheMPS2::Problem object, users can specify the
symmetry sector to which the calculations are restricted. The
CheMPS2::Hamiltonian and the desired total electronic spin,
particle number, and point group symmetry then completely de-
termine a FCI calculation. In order to do DMRG or DMRG-
SCF instead of resp. FCI or CASSCF, a convergence scheme
for the subsequent sweeps should be set up.
4.2. Convergence scheme
The CheMPS2::ConvergenceScheme object controls the
DMRG sweeps. It is divided into a number of consecutive in-
structions. Each instruction contains four parameters: the num-
ber of reduced renormalized basis states D which should be
kept, an energy threshold Econv for convergence, the maximum
number of sweeps Nmax, and the noise prefactor γnoise.
The parameters γnoise and D are relevant for the micro-
iterations. Just before the decomposition of the reduced S [i]-
tensor, random noise is added to it. This random noise is
bounded in magnitude by 0.5γnoisewdisc(D), where wdisc(D) is
the maximum discarded weight obtained during the previous
left- or right-sweep. After decomposition of the reduced S [i]-
tensor, its reduced Schmidt spectrum λ[i] is truncated to D.
The parameters Econv and Nmax are relevant for the macro-
iterations. If after one macro-iteration (left- plus right-sweep),
the energy difference is smaller than Econv, the sweeping stops
and the next instruction is performed. If energy convergence is
not reached after Nmax macro-iterations, the current instruction
ends as well.
4.3. DMRG
Creation of a CheMPS2::DMRG object requires a
CheMPS2::Hamiltonian, a CheMPS2::Problem, and
a CheMPS2::ConvergenceScheme. Each DMRG cal-
culation starts by creating a new MPS. Its virtual di-
mension D is obtained from the first instruction of the
CheMPS2::ConvergenceScheme object. At each MPS bond,
this virtual dimension D is distributed equally over all possible
symmetry sectors, ensuring that the dimension of a certain
symmetry sector does not exceed the corresponding FCI
dimension. The so-created MPS is filled with random noise.
The function Solve performs the instructions of the conver-
gence scheme. Afterwards, it returns the minimal variational
energy encountered during all the performed micro-iterations.
With the function calc2DM, the reduced 2-RDMs ΓA and ΓB
are calculated:
Γ(iσ)( jτ);(kσ)(lτ) = 〈aˆ†iσaˆ†jτaˆlτaˆkσ〉 (29)
ΓAi j;kl =
∑
στ
Γ(iσ)( jτ);(kσ)(lτ) (30)
ΓBi j;kl =
∑
στ
(−1)σ−τΓ(iσ)( jτ);(kσ)(lτ) (31)
ΓA can be used to calculate the energy, the particle number N,
and the 1-RDM:
E = Econst +
1
2
∑
i jkl
ΓAi j;kl(i j|h|kl) (32)
N(N − 1) =
∑
i j
ΓAi j;i j (33)∑
σ
〈aˆ†iσaˆkσ〉 =
1
N − 1
∑
j
ΓAi j;k j (34)
and is needed for the DMRG-SCF algorithm, while ΓB is im-
portant for spin-spin correlation functions.
The CheMPS2::DMRG object can also calculate excited states.
After the ground state |Ψ0〉 has been determined, the desired
number of excited states can be set once with the function
activateExcitations. Before Solve is called to find the
next new excitation |Ψm〉, the function newExcitation should
be called with the parameter ηm. This pushes back the current
MPS which represents |Ψm−1〉, and sets the Hamiltonian to
Hˆm = Hˆ0 +
m−1∑
k=0
ηk+1 |Ψk〉 〈Ψk | . (35)
Our excited state DMRG algorithm is hence a state-specific
algorithm, which projects out lower-lying states in the given
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SU(2) ⊗ U(1) ⊗ P symmetry sector. An example can be found
in tests/test5.cpp.
OpenMP parallelization is used in the CheMPS2::DMRG ob-
ject to speed up (a) contractions involving tensors with a sparse
block structure, for example the action of the effective Hamil-
tonian on a particular guess, and (b) the construction of the
(often similar) renormalized operators in between two micro-
iterations.
4.4. DMRG-SCF
A state-specific DMRG-SCF algorithm is imple-
mented in CheMPS2::CASSCF. Its creation requires a
CheMPS2::Hamiltonian object. The number of occu-
pied, active, and virtual orbitals per point group irrep should be
given with the function setupStart before calling the SCF
routine.
The CASSCF routine which is implemented is the aug-
mented Hessian [87] Newton-Raphson method from Ref. [88],
with exact Hessian. It can be called with the function
doCASSCFnewtonraphson, which requires the targeted sym-
metry sector, the convergence scheme, and the targeted root for
the state-specific algorithm. When the gradient for orbital ro-
tations reaches a predefined threshold, the routine returns the
converged DMRG-SCF energy. An example can be found in
tests/test6.cpp.
5. Carbon dimer
5.1. Introduction
Despite its simplicity at first sight, the carbon dimer pro-
vides a rich source of interesting physics. The bond between
the two carbon atoms is of the charge-shift type [89, 90]. Its
strength tempts chemists to classify it as a quadruple bond [91–
96], and recent research indicates how this fourth bond can be
interpreted [97]. The 1s core correlation is significant [98, 99].
The low-lying bond dissociation curves are quasi-degenerate,
and avoided crossings occur between states with the same spin
and D∞h point group symmetry [100–102]. This happens for
example between the X1Σ+g and B
′1Σ+g states, and between the
c3Σ+u and 2
3Σ+u states. Fortunately, relativistic effects are small
[103, 104].
Accurate data for the low-lying states, preferably at the FCI
level of theory for a given basis set, are useful to assess the ac-
curacy of approximate molecular electronic structure methods.
The X1Σ+g , B
1∆g, and B′1Σ+g bond dissociation curves of Ref.
[101] at the frozen core FCI/6-31G* level of theory are utilized
to this end in several works [105–108].
The 12 lowest states of the carbon dimer are X1Σ+g , a
3Πu,
b3Σ−g , A1Πu, c3Σ+u , B1∆g, B′1Σ+g , d3Πg, C1Πg, 11Σ−u , 13∆u, and
23Σ+u [100]. In section 5.5, we present the bond dissociation
curves of these states at the DMRG(28o, 12e, DSU(2)=2500)/cc-
pVDZ level of theory.
To estimate the contribution of 1s core correlation
to the X1Σ+g bond dissociation curve, we compare en-
ergies at the DMRG(28o, 12e, DSU(2)=2500)/cc-pVDZ,
DMRG-SCF(26o, 8e, DSU(2)=2500)/cc-pVDZ, DMRG(36o,
12e, DSU(2)=2500)/cc-pCVDZ, and DMRG-SCF(34o, 8e,
DSU(2)=2500)/cc-pCVDZ levels of theory in section 5.6. The
cc-pCVDZ basis augments the cc-pVDZ basis with extra 1s and
1p functions to treat core and core-valence correlation [109].
For all calculations, the variational energies are con-
verged to 0.1mEh from the extrapolated value. This im-
plies that, for all practical purposes, we present data at the
FCI/cc-pVDZ, CASSCF(26o, 8e)/cc-pVDZ, FCI/cc-pCVDZ,
and CASSCF(34o, 8e)/cc-pCVDZ levels of theory.
5.2. Symmetry labeling
Since CheMPS2 can only handle abelian point groups, we
use D2h point group symmetry to obtain these 12 states:
X1Σ+g ; B
1∆g; B′1Σ+g → 1Ag (36)
c3Σ+u ; 1
3∆u; 23Σ+u → 3B1u (37)
C1Πg → 1B2g (38)
A1Πu → 1B2u (39)
11Σ−u → 1Au (40)
b3Σ−g → 3B1g (41)
d3Πg → 3B2g (42)
a3Πu → 3B2u. (43)
For the states (38)-(43), we have calculated one extra state to
check that no unexpected curve crossings occur. To discern the
lowest three 1Ag states, we have extracted the following FCI
coefficients from the DMRG object [101]:
|1pi2x〉 = |1σ2g1σ2u2σ2g2σ2u1pi2x3σ2g〉 (44)
= |1A2g1B21u2A2g2B21u1B23u3A2g〉 (45)
|1pi2y〉 = |1σ2g1σ2u2σ2g2σ2u1pi2y3σ2g〉 (46)
= |1A2g1B21u2A2g2B21u1B22u3A2g〉 (47)
When the FCI coefficients are equal, the state has 1Σ+g sym-
metry, and when the FCI coefficients are each other’s additive
inverse, the state has 1∆g symmetry. To discern the lowest three
3B1u states, we have extracted the following FCI coefficients
from the DMRG object:
|1pi1x1pi∗1x 〉 = |1σ2g1σ2u2σ2g2σ2u1pi1x3σ2g1pi∗1x 〉 (48)
= |1A2g1B21u2A2g2B21u1B13u3A2g1B12g〉 (49)
|1pi1y1pi∗1y 〉 = |1σ2g1σ2u2σ2g2σ2u1pi1y3σ2g1pi∗1y 〉 (50)
= |1A2g1B21u2A2g2B21u1B12u3A2g1B13g〉 (51)
When the FCI coefficients are equal, the state has 3Σ+u sym-
metry, and when the FCI coefficients are each other’s additive
inverse, the state has 3∆u symmetry. An example is shown in
Fig. 1.
5.3. Irrep ordering
The standard D2h irrep order is not optimal to study the car-
bon dimer with DMRG. As stated in section 2.6, it is best to
group bonding and anti-bonding orbitals together on the DMRG
lattice. The convergence behaviour of these two irrep orderings
is shown in Fig. 2. We have used the latter ordering for our
calculations.
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Figure 1: For the cc-pVDZ basis, the 13∆u state drops below the c3Σ+u state at
an interatomic distance between 3.6 and 3.8 a0. The |1pi1x1pi∗1x 〉 and |1pi1y1pi∗1y 〉
FCI coefficients allow to correctly label the 3B1u ground state (state 0) and first
excited state (state 1).
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Figure 2: The orbital choice and ordering influence the convergence behaviour
of DMRG. The convergence behaviour of two irrep orderings is shown for
the carbon dimer with interatomic distance 2.4 a0 in the cc-pVDZ basis. The
extrapolated energy was obtained from the ordering where bonding and anti-
bonding orbitals are grouped, with the method described in section 5.4.
5.4. Extrapolation
We have used the convergence scheme in Tab. 1 for all the
calculations of the carbon dimer. The extrapolation scheme of
Eq. (16) is used to obtain energies which are correct up to 0.01
mEh. An example of such an extrapolation is shown in Fig. 3.
The energies shown in sections 5.5 and 5.6 are the extrapolated
values.
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Figure 3: The extrapolation scheme of Eq. (16) is used to obtain energies
which are correct up to 0.01 mEh. The example shown here is for the X1Σ+g
state of the carbon dimer at an interatomic distance of 2.35 a0 in the cc-pVDZ
basis.
Table 1: Convergence scheme for the carbon dimer calculations. The symbols
are explained in section 4.2.
DSU(2) γnoise Econv/Eh Nmax
200 0.03 10−8 2
200 0.00 10−8 3
500 0.03 10−8 2
500 0.00 10−8 5
1000 0.03 10−8 2
1000 0.00 10−8 5
1500 0.03 10−8 2
1500 0.00 10−8 5
2000 0.03 10−8 2
2000 0.00 10−8 5
2500 0.03 10−8 2
2500 0.00 10−8 12
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Table 2: Extrapolated energies for the 12 lowest states of the carbon dimer at the DMRG(28o, 12e, DSU(2)=2500)/cc-pVDZ level of theory. The energies are shifted 75 Eh upwards, and are expressed in mEh.
(Energy + 75 Eh) / mEh
R / a0 X1Σ+g a
3Πu b3Σ−g A1Πu c3Σ+u B1∆g B′1Σ+g d3Πg C1Πg 11Σ−u 13∆u 23Σ+u
1.8 -454.96 -357.88 -253.42 -314.72 -439.01 -207.85 -263.42 -311.47 -250.35 -4.51 -35.05 -70.74
1.9 -562.08 -485.42 -396.48 -442.69 -541.14 -353.53 -381.99 -430.96 -368.18 -145.91 -177.61 -212.67
2.0 -635.85 -576.98 -501.10 -534.76 -609.66 -460.60 -471.77 -514.53 -449.98 -251.39 -284.10 -318.58
2.1 -684.30 -640.94 -576.18 -599.30 -652.70 -537.96 -538.97 -570.80 -504.41 -329.17 -362.69 -396.52
2.2 -713.63 -683.80 -628.60 -642.81 -676.60 -592.52 -587.67 -606.46 -538.20 -385.65 -419.78 -452.75
2.3 -728.68 -710.64 -663.75 -670.34 -686.31 -629.65 -621.40 -626.70 -556.61 -425.92 -460.33 -492.17
2.35 -732.05 -719.33 -676.19 -679.39 -687.10 -643.04 -633.65 -632.36 -561.40 -441.36 -475.66 -506.80
2.4 -733.18 -725.42 -685.81 -685.86 -685.73 -653.57 -643.30 -635.62 -563.85 -454.45 -488.25 -518.58
2.5 -730.05 -731.22 -698.04 -692.42 -677.93 -667.55 -656.08 -636.43 -563.36 -477.13 -506.68 -534.93
2.6 -721.58 -730.43 -702.98 -692.43 -665.39 -674.15 -661.94 -631.72 -558.20 -499.94 -518.21 -543.51
2.7 -709.54 -724.91 -702.58 -687.72 -650.09 -675.32 -662.63 -623.62 -551.37 -519.32 -525.47 -546.10
2.8 -695.37 -716.10 -698.35 -679.74 -633.70 -672.60 -659.48 -613.89 -545.69 -533.86 -532.15 -544.31
2.9 -680.23 -705.08 -691.43 -669.58 -617.56 -667.13 -653.44 -603.99 -542.36 -544.27 -539.84 -541.16
3.0 -665.20 -692.69 -682.70 -658.08 -602.65 -659.80 -645.08 -594.90 -540.48 -551.39 -546.21 -543.11
3.2 -638.95 -666.17 -662.28 -633.46 -578.29 -642.09 -622.59 -579.90 -537.09 -558.59 -553.13 -549.22
3.4 -617.95 -639.87 -640.64 -609.35 -561.37 -623.07 -597.29 -567.38 -532.80 -559.79 -554.31 -549.69
3.6 -599.65 -615.55 -619.67 -587.68 -552.43 -604.72 -575.15 -556.01 -528.47 -557.69 -552.17 -544.05
3.8 -583.60 -594.03 -600.33 -569.45 -547.56 -588.06 -557.98 -546.10 -525.09 -553.95 -548.30 -536.60
4.0 -569.91 -575.68 -583.08 -555.06 -542.97 -573.57 -545.70 -538.27 -523.05 -549.57 -543.76 -531.21
4.2 -558.63 -560.66 -568.16 -544.44 -538.59 -561.46 -537.47 -532.75 -522.22 -545.17 -539.23 -527.76
4.4 -549.67 -548.99 -555.69 -537.12 -534.71 -551.75 -532.20 -529.22 -522.24 -541.13 -535.16 -525.67
4.6 -542.81 -540.54 -545.74 -532.36 -531.58 -544.27 -528.91 -527.13 -522.69 -537.63 -531.81 -524.43
4.8 -537.73 -534.90 -538.26 -529.39 -529.24 -538.70 -526.87 -525.96 -523.30 -534.74 -529.26 -523.70
5.0 -534.05 -531.40 -533.02 -527.59 -527.64 -534.66 -525.60 -525.34 -523.89 -532.41 -527.46 -523.27
5.2 -531.41 -529.29 -529.61 -526.50 -526.56 -531.78 -524.80 -525.01 -524.38 -530.57 -526.25 -523.03
5.4 -529.51 -528.01 -527.51 -525.82 -525.87 -529.72 -524.29 -524.84 -524.73 -529.13 -525.48 -522.93
5.6 -528.14 -527.19 -526.27 -525.38 -525.42 -528.23 -523.96 -524.73 -524.96 -528.00 -524.99 -522.90
5.8 -527.13 -526.62 -525.53 -525.08 -525.10 -527.15 -523.75 -524.65 -525.08 -527.12 -524.68 -522.93
6.0 -526.36 -526.20 -525.08 -524.87 -524.87 -526.38 -523.61 -524.58 -525.12 -526.43 -524.49 -522.99
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Figure 4: Bond dissociation curves for the low-lying 1Ag states of the carbon
dimer in the cc-pVDZ basis.
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Figure 5: Bond dissociation curves for the low-lying 1Au states of the carbon
dimer in the cc-pVDZ basis.
5.5. Bond dissociation curves
The extrapolated energies at the DMRG(28o, 12e,
DSU(2)=2500)/cc-pVDZ level of theory are summarized in
Tab. 2 and are shown per targeted symmetry sector in Figs. 4
to 11. For the 1Ag symmetry, the B1∆g state drops below the
B′1Σ+g state at an interatomic distance between 2a0 and 2.1a0,
and it drops below the X1Σ+g state at an interatomic distance
between 3a0 and 3.2a0. The X1Σ+g and B
′1Σ+g states have an
avoided crossing. For the 3B1u symmetry, the 13∆u state drops
below the 23Σ+u state at an interatomic distance between 2.9a0
and 3.0a0, and it drops below the c3Σ+u state at an interatomic
distance between 3.6a0 and 3.8a0. The c3Σ+u and 2
3Σ+u states
have an avoided crossing. The intermediary peak of the 23Σ+u
state near 2.9a0 was also observed in Ref. [100], and is due
to an avoided crossing with the 33Σ+u state. The C
1Πg and
d3Πg states also clearly show an avoided crossing with the next
corresponding excited state.
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Figure 6: Bond dissociation curves for the low-lying 1B2g states of the carbon
dimer in the cc-pVDZ basis.
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Figure 7: Bond dissociation curves for the low-lying 1B2u states of the carbon
dimer in the cc-pVDZ basis.
5.6. Core correlation
The extrapolated energies at the DMRG-SCF(26o, 8e,
DSU(2)=2500)/cc-pVDZ, DMRG(28o, 12e, DSU(2)=2500)/cc-
pVDZ, DMRG-SCF(34o, 8e, DSU(2)=2500)/cc-pCVDZ, and
DMRG(36o, 12e, DSU(2)=2500)/cc-pCVDZ levels of theory are
given in Tab. 3 and are shown in Fig. 12. The relative energies
with respect to the DMRG(36o, 12e, DSU(2)=2500)/cc-pCVDZ
calculations are shown in Fig. 13.
The 1s core correlation is only captured at the DMRG(36o,
12e, DSU(2)=2500)/cc-pCVDZ level of theory. Without the
necessary orbital freedom, the 1s core correlation cannot be
captured. The non-parallelity of the DMRG-SCF(34o, 8e,
DSU(2)=2500)/cc-pCVDZ curve in Fig. 13 is of the order of
2 mEh, far below the error due to basis set incompleteness.
For small interatomic distances, the cc-pCVDZ curves show
a different behaviour than the cc-pVDZ curves, as can be seen
in Fig. 13. Extra basis set freedom is required to capture the
more complicated core dynamics in the united atom limit. This
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Table 3: Extrapolated energies for the X1Σ+g state of the carbon dimer. (26o,
8e), (28o, 12e), (34o, 8e), and (36o, 12e) are shorthands for resp. DMRG-
SCF(26o, 8e, DSU(2)=2500)/cc-pVDZ, DMRG(28o, 12e, DSU(2)=2500)/cc-
pVDZ, DMRG-SCF(34o, 8e, DSU(2)=2500)/cc-pCVDZ, and DMRG(36o, 12e,
DSU(2)=2500)/cc-pCVDZ. The energies are shifted 75 Eh upwards, and are ex-
pressed in mEh.
(Energy + 75 Eh) / mEh
R / a0 (26o, 8e) (28o, 12e) (34o, 8e) (36o, 12e)
1.8 -450.44 -454.96 -459.72 -534.24
1.9 -557.90 -562.08 -564.84 -639.06
2.0 -631.96 -635.85 -637.31 -711.29
2.1 -680.64 -684.30 -684.95 -758.71
2.2 -710.17 -713.63 -713.80 -787.37
2.3 -725.38 -728.68 -728.57 -801.98
2.35 -728.82 -732.05 -731.86 -805.19
2.4 -730.02 -733.18 -732.93 -806.19
2.5 -727.02 -730.05 -729.75 -802.89
2.6 -718.65 -721.58 -721.28 -794.31
2.7 -706.72 -709.54 -709.29 -782.22
2.8 -692.64 -695.37 -695.19 -768.03
2.9 -677.59 -680.23 -680.15 -752.93
3.0 -662.64 -665.20 -665.25 -737.98
3.2 -636.59 -638.95 -639.33 -711.89
3.4 -615.74 -617.95 -618.53 -690.94
3.6 -597.53 -599.65 -600.32 -672.66
3.8 -581.54 -583.60 -584.32 -656.62
4.0 -567.88 -569.91 -570.65 -642.92
4.2 -556.62 -558.63 -559.38 -631.62
4.4 -547.67 -549.67 -550.41 -622.64
4.6 -540.83 -542.81 -543.54 -615.76
4.8 -535.75 -537.73 -538.44 -610.67
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Figure 8: Bond dissociation curves for the low-lying 3B1u states of the carbon
dimer in the cc-pVDZ basis.
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Figure 9: Bond dissociation curves for the low-lying 3B1g states of the carbon
dimer in the cc-pVDZ basis.
can be understood as the transition from two light atoms, each
with a doubly filled 1s orbital, to one single heavy atom, with
several orbitals tightly packed around the nucleus.
6. Summary
In section 1, we discussed how DMRG can be useful for ab
initio quantum chemistry, and we gave an overview of DMRG-
related methods. These methods can be divided into two cat-
egories: DMRG can play the role of a large active space FCI
solver, or it can provide an approximate MPS wavefunction, on
which excitations can be built.
The DMRG algorithm was introduced in section 2, where we
discussed the use of complementary operators and how to over-
come convergence difficulties. Both issues have to be addressed
for DMRG to be an efficient and reliable approach for ab initio
quantum chemistry.
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Figure 10: Bond dissociation curves for the low-lying 3B2g states of the carbon
dimer in the cc-pVDZ basis.
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Figure 11: Bond dissociation curves for the low-lying 3B2u states of the carbon
dimer in the cc-pVDZ basis.
With symmetry-adapted DMRG, a huge performance gain
can be obtained both in computation time and memory. Section
3 introduced an MPS ansatz which is an exact eigenstate of
the symmetry group of the Hamiltonian. The Wigner-Eckart
theorem allows the introduction of a sparse block structure in
this ansatz. For non-abelian groups, the Wigner-Eckart theorem
also allows for data compression.
An overview of the high-level structure of CheMPS2 is given
in section 4. The required input for the CheMPS2::DMRG class
and its output are discussed. A DMRG-SCF algorithm was im-
plemented in CheMPS2::CASSCF. Section 4 should help new
users to understand the provided tests, and to alter them to their
own needs.
As an application, we have calculated the 12 lowest bond dis-
sociation curves of the carbon dimer at the DMRG(28o, 12e,
DSU(2)=2500)/cc-pVDZ level of theory. In addition, we as-
sessed the contribution of 1s core correlation to the X1Σ+g bond
dissociation curve of the carbon dimer by comparing calcu-
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Figure 12: Assessment of the importance of 1s core correlation. This effect is
captured at the DMRG(36o, 12e, DSU(2)=2500)/cc-pCVDZ level of theory.
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Figure 13: Assessment of the importance of 1s core correlation. The rela-
tive energies with respect to the DMRG(36o, 12e, DSU(2)=2500)/cc-pCVDZ
calculations are shown.
lations at the DMRG(36o, 12e, DSU(2)=2500)/cc-pCVDZ and
DMRG-SCF(34o, 8e, DSU(2)=2500)/cc-pCVDZ levels of the-
ory. These results were presented in section 5. The low-lying
bond dissociation curves of the carbon dimer were resolved
with CheMPS2 to sub-mEh accuracy. The non-parallelity due
to 1s core correlation is of the order of 2 mEh in the cc-pCVDZ
basis.
In the future, we would like to incorporate the two-orbital
mutual information Ip,q [27] in CheMPS2, as well as its gradient
and hessian, to retrieve optimal orbitals and their corresponding
ordering, as discussed in section 2.6.
We are also working on an MPI implementation of
CheMPS2, in which the product He f fB[i] is distributed over
several processors. Each processor is then responsible for
certain renormalized operators [19]. Updated versions of
CheMPS2 will be provided at its public git repository [85].
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The oxo-Mn(salen) complex [110, 111] is a great challenge
for molecular electronic structure methods. We are currently
performing large active space DMRG-SCF calculations with
CheMPS2 to provide new insights in the relative order of the
lowest singlet, triplet, and quintet states. Understanding the ac-
tive space structure of this complex and several of its transition
states will be of benefit for the experimentalists in our group
[112].
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Appendix A. Reduced tensors
Note that during a sweep, we work with left-normalized ten-
sors to the left and right-normalized tensors to the right of the
current position. Consider the following renormalized partial
Hamiltonian term in the graphical notation [113]:
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Appendix A. Reduced tensors
Note that during a sweep, we work with left-normalized ten-
sors in the left part and right-normalized tensors in the right
part. Consider the following partial contraction in the graphical
notation [80]:
 jR jzRNRIRαRA[k]
aˆkσ
A[k] j˜R j˜zRN˜R I˜Rα˜R
ff

(A.1)
With (22), it is easy to show that (A.1) can be written as
δNR+1,N˜RδIR⊗Ik ,I˜R 〈 jR jzR
1
2
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(A.3)
Eq. (A.1) can hence be decomposed into a structural part (the
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients) and a degeneracy part (the re-
duced spin- 12 L-tensor). The L-tensor has spin-
1
2 because aˆkσ
is a spin- 12 operator.
It is shown in Ref. [50], that for two second quantized oper-
ators acting on different sites, the renormalized operator can be
decomposed into two terms: one with a spin-0 reduced tensor
and one with a spin-1 reduced tensor. This follows from SU(2)
representation theory: 12 ⊗ 12 ≈ 0 ⊕ 1.
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Eq. (A.1) can hence be decomposed into a structural part (the
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients) and a degeneracy part (the re-
duced spin- 12 L-tensor). The L-tensor has spin-
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is a spin- 12 operator.
It is shown in Ref. [50], that for two second quantized oper-
ators acting on different sites, the renormalized operator can be
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and one with a spin-1 reduced tensor. This follows from SU(2)
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Appendix A. Reduced tensors
Note that during a sweep, we work with left-normalized ten-
sors in the left part and right-normalized tensors in the right
part. Consider the following partial contraction in the graphical
notation [80]:
 jR jzRNRIRαRA[k]
aˆkσ
A[k] j˜R j˜zRN˜R I˜Rα˜R
ff

(A.1)
With (22), it is easy to show that (A.1) can be written as
δNR+1,N˜RδIR⊗Ik ,I˜R 〈 jR jzR
1
2
σ | j˜R j˜zR〉 L[k]
jRNRIRαR
j˜R(NR + 1)
(IR ⊗ Ik)α˜R
(A.2)
with
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(IR ⊗ Ik)α˜R
=
∑
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j j j
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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02I0T[k] j˜R(NR + 1)(IR ⊗ Ik)α˜Rj˜ R(N
R
−1
)
(I
R
⊗I
k)
α
L
(A.3)
Eq. (A.1) can hence be decomposed into a structural part ( he
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients) and a deg n racy part (the re-
duced spin- 12 L-tensor). The L-tensor has spin-
1
2 because aˆkσ
is a spin- 12 operator.
It is shown i Ref. [50], that for two second quantized oper-
ators acting on differ nt sites, the r normalized operator can be
decomposed into two terms: one with a spin-0 reduced tensor
and one with a spin-1 reduced tensor. This follows from SU(2)
repres ntation theory: 12 ⊗ 12 ≈ 0 ⊕ 1.
Appendix B. Dissociation curves for the carbon dimer
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